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Integrate the OnBase enterprise information
platform with your accounting solution to improve
information access, automate processes and
eliminate compliance risk — all while extending the
value of your existing systems.

Allow clinicians and staff access to the content
they need from within your EMR to support
collaboration, simplify chart completion and
minimize manual data entry while helping you meet
compliance requirements.

With improved information access and process
automation, OnBase streamlines care management
and improves collaboration for a better provider
experience.

Admitting/Patient Registration

Home Healthcare

Streamline referral processing, eliminate paper
filing, copying and storage costs. Securely capture
accurate and more complete patient information,
including electronic signatures, support compliance
and create a better patient registration experience.

Support your mobile staff by providing anytime,
anywhere access to a comprehensive view of patient
information. Streamline home health processes
to more efficiently manage volume, adapt to
regulatory changes and improve care coordination.

Strengthen quality programs with tighter controls
over policy and procedure updates, review and
acknowledgement. Monitoring tools help you meet
quality control objectives and ensure consistent
processes complete on time.

Auditing

Human Resources

Manage appeal processes and denial of claims
audits — for external auditors, like Medicaid or
Medicare — and provide a full document trail with
sophisticated tracking features.

Decrease the effort and expense of storing and
retrieving employee files, and increase security and
compliance while elevating your service levels.

Clinical Care

Automate rules-based approval, routing and
escalation tasks to quickly create and securely
manage contracts, accelerating reviews and
approvals, and supporting vendor relationships.

Create a more complete patient record, with clinical
images, photos, videos and reports — without
users toggling between clinical and therapy EMRs
or records — for an exceptional provider experience
and superior patient care.

Facilities Management
From scan-store-access to full lifecycle
management, use a single platform to measure and
manage your facilities business processes.
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Legal

Patient Accounting
Increase productivity and accountability by
centralizing payment posting tasks across multiple
billing systems. Automate routing and denials
management with drill-down data analytics,
scorecards, pivot charts and executive dashboards
for increased visibility.

Quality Management

Utilization Management
Ensure authorizations are in place. Track all
documentation with up-to-the-minute process
insight. Streamline the ADR process.

By presenting information within your organization’s
existing IT solutions — like your EMR, ERP, coding or
billing software — OnBase healthcare solutions drive
improvements in patient care and service. A true
enterprise solution, OnBase reduces operational costs
while supporting better outcomes from the ER to HR.

Learn more at HylandHealthcare.com

